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"THE ELDEN RING" is a cross-platform RPG developed by KIRBY where the story of a hero that will live
in the Lands Between continues. This is a story of legends and monsters, and the experience that you
would not have even thought was possible just a few years ago. The game was released with the best
tools at hand, and it is possible to create the kind of game that would have been lost. "THE ELDEN
RING" is a cross-platform RPG developed by KIRBY where the story of a hero that will live in the Lands
Between continues. This is a story of legends and monsters, and the experience that you would not
have even thought was possible just a few years ago. The game was released with the best tools at
hand, and it is possible to create the kind of game that would have been lost. MAIN FEATURES
Procedurally Generated Settings "THE ELDEN RING" is a cross-platform RPG developed by KIRBY where
the story of a hero that will live in the Lands Between continues. This is a story of legends and
monsters, and the experience that you would not have even thought was possible just a few years
ago. The game was released with the best tools at hand, and it is possible to create the kind of game
that would have been lost. Throughout the game, a new and deep world that also has a variety of
settings is created, providing unique and different stories for each player. In addition to the game's
expansion, the game's "continuous support" mode that is unique to "THE ELDEN RING" will also be
included. The map system of "THE ELDEN RING" has been completely revamped. A variety of maps
can be generated in real time according to the current circumstances. This will make it possible to
enjoy an intense and fun battle that will never be the same again! The various events with which
characters live by and the diverse settings of the game are made to be procedurally generated. This
will allow players to enjoy the game by themselves for the first time. Due to the variety of events and
the various settings that can be generated, players who have not played before will also get to enjoy
the game in a fresh and exciting new way. CHARACTER CREATION Customize Your Hero In addition to
a long list of customizations

Features Key:
An Action RPG with deep role-playing elements to play in the fantasy world created by dz
A Summon System that easily allows you to create original battles.
Magical Skills that help you increase your combat power, map communication, and other skills
Player-created dungeons, quests, and other missions
A large world with over 200,000 items used to develop a story that will unfold between you and your
friends

Game Features

• An Action RPG WITH A SINGLE-CORE CORE SYSTEM

Deep in the world of FEbruary there lies the source of the whims of inspiration that guide you to design
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What to expect in this adventure of crafting the fate of the greatest* Elden Lord
in the Lands Between

+Wage wars against powerful monsters with the Special Summon feature. +Charge enemies by mastering
explosive attacks with the Summon Dragon. +For the first time in mobile RPG history, players can save
critically stricken characters* on the go by making an emergency technique. +Create an original war to

become the strongest in the game.

Game Contents

• New Items including armors and weapons/armors

+13 types of weapons and a sword* as well as Dragon Armor and magic that can be equipped to 30 different
slots.

+Over 1,000,000 of items and attack power that can be placed freely throughout the game world. +A wide
variety of items. +Maximized the level of reduction in trading costs for returns, down to 35%. +New items
brought in from afar, such as missiles and attack cannons.

+All of the weapons and items that are in your inventory have new abilities when your player’s Wyrm receive
a skill to improve their level. +Select one of the many Classes! +Over 45 types of magic. +Select from many
classes as you play and customize your own abilities.
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